Please include this form with your old cover.
Spreader Lights ?

Bow

Color
______________
Frame (A,B,C,D,E,F)

NOTE:
Measure
Inside-Inside
of frame;
BEFORE the
radius

Measure
Inside-Inside
of Center
Length of
frame

Measure
Inside-Inside
of frame;
BEFORE the
radius

Measurements should be taken
from topside to compensate for
any crowning.

______________

If canvas is still on the frame,
please mark with Sharpie (from
underside this time) where
supports, rocket launchers,
spreader lights, etc. are for
grommet placement, EVEN IF
they are outside of frame
because they could offset lacing.
(anything that touches the frame,
even outside grab bar).

_________________

Marks only need to be 2-3” long.

YES

Please print this page and
include these measurements
along with your old canvas,
name, address, phone #, and
email address.

NO

Width (Front)

Width (Aft)
_________________
Length
_________________
Phone #
_________________
Email address

Stern

_________________
Rocket Launchers ?

This form is the intellectual property of A-Team Marine Upholstery & Canvas. Illegal copy or distribution will be prosecuted to full extent of the law.

A-Team Marine
1430 Elm Terrace
Titusville, Fl 32780
321-268-5484
www.ateammarine.com

There are many different types of T-Top frames. Which type most resembles
yours? Please write the letter of yours on previous page.

That’s all there is to it folks:
1.

Make a few marks on the underside of your canvas 2”-3” long

2.

Measure your frame inside-inside from the topside, then write them on the 1st page
drawing after you print it. (include letter of top that most describes yours)

3.

Take off your old cover and mail it to us.

4.

Include a check payable to A-Team Marine or:

•

PayPal payment: dave@ateammarine.com or:

•

Pay online any MasterCard, Visa, American Express, Discover, Bank Card

http://www.ateammarine.com/Ordering.htm

BEFORE REMOVING YOUR OLD T-TOP COVER
•
Measuring
We must measure INSIDE to INSIDE of the FRAMEWORK because that is the size of the canvas
once it is made up. Outside measurements do none of us any good.
We also need to measure from OVER THE TOPSIDE to compensate for any crowning, thus not
coming up too short on the finished product.
It is generally a good idea to measure your framework BEFORE you remove your old canvas. It
helps hold your tape measure from sagging (especially port – starboard). Fore-Aft doesn’t
make much difference, but hey, since you are measuring anyway, …… why not?
•
Marking
From the underside of your old T-Top Cover, take a Sharpie, or grease pencil, and make a mark on
each side of your supports that hold the hoop. 2” – 3” are really all that is necessary. Also,
mark additional areas such as rocket launchers, spreader lights, outside grab rails, and GPS if
attached to the hoop. Mark anything that would interfere with grommet placement. These are
areas we do not want to put a grommet because it will shift your lacing, whether they be on the
inside or the outside of your framework. Sometimes we will put the grommets back in the
same place, but other times we see evidence where they should have been placed differently.
We take pride in our work to give you bragging rights too. We pay attention to detail, where others
don’t always. If we are going to make you a new T-Top Cover, let’s do it right and not duplicate
any mistakes. We see them come into the shop in all ways, shapes, and forms, and try our best
to give you the best fit we can. We know it’s scary to order anything custom over the Internet
and expect 100% satisfaction, and that is why we go the extra mile.
Thanks for trusting our abilities. We appreciate it and will do a good job for you !!

